ARMY WIFE'S COOKBOOK
ISBN:9781583691489 Retail: $7.95
Publisher: WESTERN NATIONAL PARKS
Author: MARY L. WILLIAMS
PUB DATE 1972, Format: SC, SPIRAL
Resourceful recipes and practical home remedies compiled by Alice Kirk Grierson from the 1850s to the 1880s. Mrs. Grierson penned many of her recipes at the remote, West Texas army outpost of Fort Davis. Included are recipes for some of the hearty classics that American's have enjoyed for generations like: clam chowder, gingerbread, Boston baked beans, and spiced beef. Then discover remedies for coughs, colds, toothaches, and even gunpowder burn!

BEDSIDE BOOK OF BAD GIRLS
ISBN:9781560374626 Retail: $14.95
Publisher: FARCOUNTRY PRESS
Author: MICHAEL RUTTER
PUB DATE 6/08, Format: SC
Features twenty-one of the West's gun-slinging "bad girls," from serial killer Kate Bender to Elizabeth Potts and Ellen Watson, the first women hanged in Nevada and Wyoming. Much has been written about the outlaws of the American West, from Jesse James to Butch Cassidy. But what about the western woman who chose to pick up a Colt and take on the law?

BODIE: GOOD TIMES AND BAD
ISBN:9781941384268 Retail: $22.95
Publisher: SUNBELT PUBLICATIONS
Author: NICHOLAS CLAPP
Photographer: WILL FURMAN
PUB DATE 2/17 Format: SC
Author Nicholas Clapp and photographer Will Furman portray Bodie in both vivid words and stunning photography a town that had two sides. During the 1870s, there were, in fact, two Bodies. On one hand, it was a fearfully and wonderfully bad place stalked by shootist in black swallow-tailed coats. On the other hand, it was a town of hard-working pioneers who dressed their little girls in starched white frocks and met adversity with charity and good cheer.

BRET HARTE'S GOLD RUSH
ISBN:9780930588885 Retail: $13.95
Publisher: HEYDAY BOOKS
Author: BRETH HARTE
PUB DATE 3/97, Format: SC
Stories of Gold Rush California from one of the state's most popular storytellers. These fifteen stories bring the California gold rush to life with a boisterous assemblage of rough-clad miners, pistol-packing preachers, iron-willed women, and philosophical gamblers.
CLASSIC COWBOY STORIES
ISBN: 9781592282586  Retail: $11.95
Publisher: GLOBE PEQUOT PRESS
Editor: MICHAEL MCCOY
PUB DATE 6/04, Format: SC
There’s nothing more American than a good cowboy story. Collected in these pages are eighteen of the finest fictional works and true narratives about life on the range. Covering all corners of the great Western expanse—from Montana to Mexico, California to the Mississippi—the stories in this collection represent not just the Anglo male perspective but also that of the blacks, Mexicans, and women who made their lives on the range. With contributions from: Owen Wister, Zane Grey, Isabella L. Bird, Theodore Roosevelt, and many more.

COWBOY COOKBOOK
ISBN: 9781885590961  Retail: $10.95
Publisher: GOLDEN WEST PUB
Author: BRUCE FISCHER, BOBBI FISCHER
PUB DATE 2/04, Format: SC, PLASTIC COMB
Cowboy and western favorites! A great combination of historic and new recipes. Try Bar-B French Toast, Ranch Style Eggs, Chile con Carne, Refried Beans, Rancher’s Beef Stroganoff, Sourdough Cornbread, Spoon Bread and many more! Includes cowboy trivia.

COWBOY ETIQUETTE
Publisher: GIBBS SMITH BOOKS
Author: TEXAS BIX BENDER
PUB DATE 8/09, Format: SC
Henry Ward Beecher said the common sense of one century is the common sense of the next. These pocket-sized humor books pack quite a bit of punch-lines that is. They will leave a whole new generation in stitches.

COWBOY CARTOON COOKBOOK
ISBN: 9780914846468  Retail: $10.95
Publisher: GOLDEN WEST PUB
Author: JIM WILLOUGHBY, SUE WILLOUGHBY
PUB DATE 6/90, Format: SC, PLASTIC COMB
Zesty western recipes, cowboy cartoons and anecdotes. Cowboy artist Jim Willoughby and his wife, Sue, combined their many talents to produce these tantalizing selections.

COWBOY POETRY
ISBN: 9780879052089  Retail: $11.95
Publisher: GIBBS SMITH BOOKS
Author: HAL CANNON
PUB DATE 10/85, Format: SC
This collection of poems was selected from among 10,000 gathered from cowboy reciters, ranch poets, and from a library of over 200 published works of the cowboy verse.
COWGIRL POETRY
ISBN: 9781586850166 Retail: $10.95
Publisher: GIBBS SMITH BOOKS
Author: BENNETT VIRGINIA
PUB DATE 1/01, Format: SC
The heart and soul of the West is seen through the eyes of its women-cowgirl poets writing about jinglin' the horses home, haymaking time, cowboy courtin', livin' free, July thunderstorms, and real wealth, among other things close to a cowgirl's heart. And, of course, there are plenty of poignant observations on life and men.

DAYS OF THE WEST
ISBN: 9780939650149 Retail: $12.95
Publisher: AMERICAN TRAVELER PRESS
Author: MIKE FLANAGAN
PUB DATE 10/97, Format: SC
A chronological listing, organized by days of the year, of highlights, lowlights, birth and death dates, discoveries, losses, and all matters important and trivial in the old and new West.

DON'T SQUAT WITH SPURS ON: A COWBOY'S GUIDE TO LIFE
Publisher: GIBBS SMITH BOOKS
Author: TEXAS BIX BENDER
PUB DATE 10/09, Format: SC
Look at life through the eyes of a cowboy, in this entertaining book filled with quips and quotes.

DRAW PARTNER! HOW TO DRAW WILD WEST CARTOONS
ISBN: 97809829526089 Retail: $6.95
Publisher: PRIMER PUB
Author: STEVE PARKER
PUB DATE 5/90, Format: SC, PLASTIC COMB
A Step-by-step drawing book for kids! How to draw wild west cartoons. Learn how to draw buffaloes, horses, cowboys, buzzards and more! It's as easy as 1-2-3! So strap on your pencil and "Draw, Partner"!

EXPERIENCE JEROME: MOGULS, MINERS, AND MISTRESSES
ISBN: 9780935810776 Retail: $6.95
Publisher: AMERICAN TRAVELER PRESS
Author: JEANETTE RODDA
PUB DATE 6/05, Format: SC
Learn about the fascinating area of Jerome, AZ and how it got to be fascinating. This book is a must for visitors to Jerome who want to understand the boom and bust foundations of this world-famous hamlet.

FODOR'S COMPLETE GUIDE TO NATIONAL PARKS WEST 5TH ED
Author: FODOR'S
Publisher: FODOR'S TRAVEL PUBLICATIONS
Pub Date: 5/16 Format: SC
Majestic mountains, towering redwoods, and river-carved canyons---a visit to the national parks of the West is a rite of passage. This full-color guide is the planning tool for a perfect parks trip. It includes 38 of the nation's best-loved parks, among them the Grand Canyon, Yosemite, Yellowstone, and Rocky Mountain.
GOING ALONG THE EMIGRANT TRAILS  
ISBN: 9781560373544 Retail: $12.95  
Publisher: FARCOUNTRY PRESS  
Author: BARBARA FIFER  
PUB DATE 6/06, Format: SC  
Beautifully illustrated, this history book tells the reader in easy to read text and pictures what life was like as an emigrant traveling the old west in a covered wagon. Life on trails like the Oregon Trail was harsh and dangerous. The reader gets just the right taste of life with information about the perspective of the traveler with bits about who, what, where, when, why and how they travelled.

GREAT STAGECOACH ROBBERIES OF THE OLD WEST  
ISBN: 9780762741274 Retail: $12.95  
Publisher: GLOBE PEQUOT PRESS  
Author: R MICHAEL WILSON  
PUB DATE 11/06, Format: SC  
In a time and place teeming with miners desperate to strike it rich in the gold rush, the slow-moving stagecoach filled with other men's fortunes was often a temptation too great to resist. The treasure-laden express box quickly became a favorite target among road agents, making stagecoach robbery an enduring part of the mythology of the Old West.

GREAT TRAIN ROBBERIES OF THE OLD WEST  
ISBN: 9780762741502 Retail: $12.95  
Publisher: GLOBE PEQUOT PRESS  
Author: R MICHAEL WILSON  
PUB DATE 11/06, Format: SC  
Rails reached the West toward the end of the 1860s, and it wasn't long before road agents graduated from robbing stagecoaches to robbing trains. For outlaw gangs, there was no venture riskier than a train robbery. But, then again, no other line of work offered such potential for instant wealth.

GUNS OF THE OLD WEST: AN ILLUSTRATED HISTORY  
ISBN: 9781592286386 Retail: $18.95  
Publisher: GLOBE PEQUOT PRESS  
Author: DEAN K. BOORMAN  
PUB DATE 11/04, Format: SC  
In America's Western territories during much of the 1800s, law and order was overextended or nonexistent. The exploration and exploitation of the Western frontier that began in 1804 was inextricably linked to the development of the firearm. That Old West period saw gun design and manufacture improve dramatically intensifying the “taming of the West”. Within these pages are the pistols, revolvers, rifles and carbines used by the settlers, lawmen and the lawless, military and showmen. All are described in accompanying essays.

HAUNTED HIGHWAY: SPIRITS ROUTE 66  
ISBN: 9781885590435 Retail: $12.95  
Publisher: AMERICAN TRAVELER PRESS  
Author: ELLEN ROBSON  
PUB DATE 5/99, Format: SC  
Sixty-six spine-tingling tales of ghostly encounters along America's most famous highway.

HEARTS WEST: TRUE STORIES MAIL ORDER BRIDES  
ISBN: 9780762727568 Retail: $12.95  
Publisher: GLOBE PEQUOT PRESS  
Author: CHRIS ENSS  
PUB DATE 6/05, Format: SC  
Desperate to strike it rich during the Gold Rush, thousands of men traveled West, where they outnumbered women twelve to one. Only after they arrived did some realize how much they missed female companionship. Hearts West brings to life true stories of mail-order brides of the Gold Rush era. Complete with the actual hearts-and-hands personal advertisements, this fascinating book provides an up-close look at the leap of faith these men and women were willing to take.
HISTORY OF THE SOUTHWEST  
ISBN: 978-1-877856-76-1  Retail: $12.95  
Publisher: WESTERN NATIONAL PARKS  
Author: THOMAS SHERIDAN  
PUB DATE 6/98, Format: SC  
Ethnologist and historian Thomas Sheridan covers all the major topics of Southwest history: cultures, ethnicity, racism, war, water, mining, ranching, and conservation.

HORSE SENSE  
Publisher: GIBBS SMITH BOOKS  
Author: BIX BENDER TEXAS  
PUB DATE 8/09, Format: SC  
Henry Ward Beecher said the common sense of one century is the common sense of the next. That said, these pocket-sized humor books pack quite a bit of punch-lines that is. This all new look will leave a whole new generation in stitches!

JOURNEY OF THE FLAME  
Publisher: HEYDAY BOOKS  
Author: WALTER NORDHOFF  
PUB DATE 10/02, Format: SC  
Long out of print, this masterpiece of historical fiction tells the story of Don Juan Obrigon who, as a boy in 1810, accompanied the Spanish viceroy of Baja California from the southern tip of Baja California to Monterey.

LOVE LESSONS FROM THE OLD WEST  
ISBN: 978-0-7627-7400-5  Retail: $16.95  
Publisher: TWODOT  
Author: CHRIS ENSS  
PUB DATE 1/14, Format: SC  
From Calamity Jane’s relentless pursuit of Wild Bill Hickok to Emma Walters, who gave it all up for the dashing Bat Masterson—and learned to regret it, these romantic stories from the Old West are still familiar and entertaining to readers today. This collection features the lessons learned by and from the antics of the women who shaped the West.

LOVE UNTAMED: ROMANCES OF THE OLD WEST  
ISBN: 978-0-7627-1142-0  Retail: $12.95  
Publisher: GLOBE PEQUOT PRESS  
Author: JOANN CHARTIER, CHRIS ENSS  
PUB DATE 6/02, Format: SC  
From Doc Holliday and Big Nose Kate to Frank Butler and Annie Oakley and the lesser-known Mollie Walsh and Packer Jack Newman, this book reveals the stories behind some of the West’s most famous, passionate, and tempestuous romances.

NEVER ASK A MAN SIZE OF HIS SPREAD: A COWGIRL’S GUIDE TO LIFE  
Publisher: GIBBS SMITH BOOKS  
Author: GLADIOLA MONTANA  
PUB DATE 10/09, Format: SC  
This cowgirl’s guide to life is a charming gift book, delivering the western woman’s take on life.
OLD MAGIC: LIVES OF DESERT SHAMANS
ISBN: 9781941384053 Retail: $22.95
Publisher: SUNBELT PUBLICATIONS
Author: NICHOLAS CLAPP
PUB DATE 6/15, Format: SC
For a thousand generations, desert shamans of the far West sought order in the stars and in the mysteries and wonder of their grand, if unforgiving landscape. Drawing on the lore of a dozen tribes, Old Magic conjures the year-to-year life of a shaman—a life of service to his people, a life fraught with torment and danger.

ORPHANS PREFERRED: TWISTED TRUTH & LASTING LEGEND OF THE PONY EXPRESS
ISBN: 9780767906937 Retail: $16.00
Publisher: BROADWAY BOOKS (Random House)
Author: CHRISTOPHER CORBETT
Pub Date: 6/03, Format: SC
The Pony Express is a story that exists in the annals of Americana where fact and fable collide, a story as heroic as the journey of Lewis and Clark, as complex and revealing as the legacy of Custer’s Last Stand, and as muddled and freighted with yarns as Paul Revere’s midnight ride. Orphans Preferred is a fresh and exuberant reexamination of this great American story.

SAM SIXKILLER: CHEROKEE FRONTIER LAWMAN
ISBN: 9780762760756 Retail: $14.95
Publisher: TWODOT
Author: CHRIS ENSS, HOWARD KAZANJIAN
PUB DATE 6/12, Format: SC
A riveting biography of a little-known Native-American who shaped history—complete with shootouts, romance, intrigue, and a little politics. The Oklahoma Historical Society “Outstanding Book on Oklahoma History” for 2012.

SOURDOUGHS, CLAIM JUMPERS & DRY GULCHERS
ISBN: 9780762770649 Retail: $19.95
Publisher: TWODOT
Author: MATTHEW P. MAYO
PUB DATE 6/12, Format: SC
Sourdoughs, Claim Jumpers & Dry Gulchers: Fifty of the Grittiest Moments in the History of Frontier Prospecting offers 50 tales of hard-bitten sourdoughs, petty bandits, outright outlaws, guilt-free gunmen, and murderous money-grubbers as they scrambled to gain the lands, foodstuffs, and fortunes of wide-eyed greenhorns, gullible and trusting tenderfoots, and slow-on-the-draw gold panners.

SOUTHWEST TRAVELER SERIES: LOST MINES
ISBN: 9781558381308 Retail: $6.95
Publisher: AMERICAN TRAVELER PRESS
Author: EDWARD C. ROCHETTE
PUB DATE 11/92, Format: SC
A guide to mining sites and legends of the Southwest, relating legends and possible locations of lost mines and buried treasure in the Four Corners area.

SOUTHWEST TRAVELER SERIES: SOUTHWEST PARKS & MONUMENTS
ISBN: 9781558381469 Retail: $6.95
Publisher: AMERICAN TRAVELER PRESS
Author: DEBRA SMITH
PUB DATE 10/93, Format: SC
Introducing New Mexico’s, Colorado’s, Arizona’s and Utah’s national parks, monuments, historic sites, state parks, recreation areas and national forests.
TOUGH TOWNS
ISBN: 9780762740048  Retail: $14.95
Publisher: GLOBE PEQUOT PRESS
Author: ROBERT BARR SMITH
PUB DATE 11/06, Format: SC
The only people tougher than the bank and train robbers of the Old West were the citizens who banded together to create law and order on the streets of their towns. Shoemakers and storekeepers, bank men and local lawmen, barbers and liverymen—they all fought to defend their homes and to defend their lives against the outlaws who threatened them.

UPSTAIRS GIRLS: PROSTITUTION AMERICAN WEST
ISBN: 9781560373575  Retail: $14.95
Publisher: FARCOUNTRY PRESS
Author: MICHAEL RUTTER
PUB DATE 9/05, Format: SC
Whether scorned as women of sin or politely referred to as upstairs girls, prostitutes played an interesting role in U.S. frontier society.

VIRGINIA CITY: TO DANCE WITH THE DEVIL
ISBN: 9781941384152  Retail: $25.95
Publisher: SUNBELT PUBLICATIONS
Author: NICHOLAS CLAPP
PUB DATE 1/16, Format: SC
In Virginia City mines, men plunged into the scalding, hazardous heart of the earth, tantamount to partnering with hell’s dread demon, so that they could enjoy five Shakespeare companies performing at once, food rivaling Delmonico’s in New York, and frocks ordered directly from Paris that could be worn in this barren, windswept middle of nowhere. Virginia City’s twenty turbulent bonanza years—what a time it was!

WANTED! POSTERS OF THE OLD WEST
ISBN: 9781560372639  Retail: $19.95
Publisher: FARCOUNTRY PRESS
Author: BARBARA FIFER
PUB DATE 9/03, Format: SC
This rare collection of wanted posters from the American West, found in the basement of the Missoula, Montana, County Courthouse, is a historical treasure. The book's nearly 150 original wanted posters, fugitive notices, and Pinkerton Agency circulars are supplemented by fascinating details about the technology of identification, the history of wanted posters, and the stories behind the crimes.

WYATT EARP: SHOWDOWN IN TOMBSTONE
ISBN: 9781585810369  Retail: $6.95
Publisher: AMERICAN TRAVELER PRESS
Author: MARSHALL TRIMBLE
PUB DATE 10/08, Format: SC
Marshall Trimble recounts the mystique surrounding the lives of the famous and not-so-famous Western salads, breads, muffins, desserts, gunfighters of the Old West. Volume One explores Wyatt Earp: The Showdown in Tombstone.

YOUNG TROOPERS
ISBN: 9781877856686  Retail: $3.00
Publisher: WESTERN NATIONAL PARKS
Author: PAIGE RAMSEY-PALMER
PUB DATE 5/97, Format: SC
Packed with historic photos and authentic illustrations, this collection of stories of Army children on the frontier will give you a taste of life in the wilderness.